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Abstract: 2007 version of” Technical Standards and Commentaries for Port and Harbor Facilities in Japan” (TSPHF
hereafter) was founded entirely on the performance-based design concept. In the TSPHF, the determination method for the
characteristic value considering with the statistical property for the soil parameters, and the level 1 reliability design method
was introduced to performance verification for the structure. In this standard, the partial factors based on this method for the
stability analysis by circular slip failure was also proposed. However, these partial factors proposed in the TSPHF were not to
be in consideration of the relationship between the target failure probability for the circular slip failure and the determination
method for the characteristic value which is considered with the statistical property of the soil property. This report
introduces probability for this failure mode and the trial calculation result for a new partial factor, which is based on code
calibration for the verification of circular slip failure, for consistency with the determination method of the characteristic
value in the soil property. The format which provides the model error clearly for the equation of the circular slip failure was
also examined.
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1

Determination Method of the Characteristic Value of the Soil Property in the TSPHF

We briefly summarize the determination method of the characteristic value of the soil property in the TSPHF
(OCDI 2009) before discussing the reliability analysis method for the circular slip failure. In the Eurocode7, it is
recommended that the characteristic value of the soil parameter should be a limit value of the 95% confidence
level on average value of the population (EN 1997-1)
The method in the TSPHF is proposed as extended way of these methods (Watabe 2009). At first, represent
value of the soil property is defined as the estimated value a*, which is obtained by modeling the distribution of
the depth profile of the soil survey or the soil test results. Then, a/a* and COV for the estimated value a* are
calculated by using soil parameter a, which is obtained from the soil survey or the soil test results. The
characteristic value ak of the soil property can be obtained by Eq. (1) shown in below.

æ COV
ak = ç1 2
è

ö
÷´a*
ø

(1)

Table 1. Value of correction factor b1 (soil property affects the resistance side in the verification).
COV

Correction factor b 1

0.10ʽ

1.00

0.10ʿCOVʽ0.15

0.95

0.15ʿCOVʽ0.20

0.90

0.20ʿCOVʽ0.40

0.85

0.40ʿCOVʽ0.60

0.75
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In the TSPHF, multiplied coefficients to a* in the Eq. (1) was simply arranged as correction factor b1 which
is listed in the Table 1. It should be noted that this method is a simplified method for obtaining a probable
average value of the soil parameters, and is not a method of giving a design margin to the soil parameters.
2 Issues in the Performance Verification for the Circular Slip Surface in the TSPHF and the Purpose of
this Paper
The modified Fellenius method has been used for the verification of stability of slopes in the TSPHF. The
stability of slopes was evaluated by a safety factor method shown in Eq. (2). Fig.1 shows the conceptual dialog
for the modified Fellenius method.

å {cs + (W '+ q) cos q tan f} secq
1
å ìíî(W + q) sin q + R aP üýþ
2

FS =

(2)

H

where c is the undrained shear strength (in case of cohesion soil ground); f is the angle of shear resistance in
drained condition (in case of sandy ground); W is the total weight of soil and water of slice segment per unit of
length; W’ is the effective weight of slice segment per unit of length; q is the angle of bottom of slice segment to
horizontal; R is the radius of circular slip failure; a is the length of arm from center of circular slip failure at
position of action of PH; PH is the horizontal action of soil mass of slice segment in circular slip.

Figure 1. Conceptual dialog for the modified Fellenius method.

In the TSPHF, the partial factor based on the level 1 reliability design method for verification for circular slip
failure has been introduced. The equation for the verification is shown as Eq. (3) and is used with the partial
factor shown in the Table 2. In the Eq. (3), Z: performance function, R: term of resistance, S: terms of load.
Subscript d indicates a design value. The meaning of each other symbols in the equation is the same as that of Eq.
(3).
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For example, the design value of cohesion (cd) is obtained by multiplying the characteristic value of cohesion
(ck) by the partial factor 0.9 indicated in the Table.2. As can be seen the table, the partial factor multiplied for the
c or tanf is constant, regardless of the characteristic value of the soil parameter. Described in above, the soil
parameter can be obtained by the correction factor b1, which corresponds to the COV value of the estimated
value a*. However, the relationship between the determination method of the soil parameter and the failure
probability for the circular slip failure or the partial factor for the verification is not to be consideration.
For this reason, the author considered that the partial factor for the circular slip failure should be reevaluate
based on the discuss about the relationship between the statistic property of the estimate value a* of the soil
property and the probability of the equation of verification for this failure mode.
In this paper, we describe the result of examining the reliability analysis method for the circular slip failure
by modified Fellenius method, which correlated with the determination method of the characteristic values for
the soil property in the TSPHF.
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Table.2 the partial factor for validation of circular slip failure in the TSPHF.
ʤg : partial factor, aʁsensitivity factor,季m孲Xkʁbias of average value, V孽COVʥ季

季
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季

Reliability Analysis for the Circular Slip Surface Based on the Modified Fellenius method

3.1 Analysis condition
For the reliability analysis, the cross section where result of the verification of circular slip failure is dominant
among the stability verification of the permanent state related to the port facilities in Japan were extracted. The
number of the section is 14. In this study, temporary target safety level was to be set as 1.25 for the safety factor
related to Eq. (2). Fig.2 shows the one of the extracted cross section.
No.

ߛ
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k
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Figure 2. One of the extracted cross section for reliability analysis.

In order to evaluate the failure probability for circular slip surface, random variables indicated in below were
considered; unit volume weight W of the ground and the caisson, internal friction angle tanf of the ground, the
cohesion c of the ground, and the residual water level (RWL).
Table 3. Statistical properties of the random variables.
Random variable

Cohesion [C]

Angle of internal friction [tan f]
Unit Weight [g]
Residual water level [RWL]
Model error [M]

bias

1.00/b1

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

(b1)
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.75
炼
炼
炼
炼

COV
0.10
0.15
0.25
0.40
0.60
0.10
0.03
0.05
0.067

Distribution function

Remarks
* Suppose 5 cases for 1 cross section
* Reduce according to autocorrelation distance

Normal distribution
* Reduce according to autocorrelation distance
*Consider only for analysis of quayside, revetment

Then, the relation between the characteristic value of cohesion ck and the cohesion as the random variable c
should be marshalled. Conducting reliability analysis for the slip circular surface, the characteristic value ck was
fixed against each cross section without regarding to the condition of the analysis. The estimated value of
cohesion c* can be calculated from the equation ck = b1尸c* . Here, 5 kinds of values c* can be assumed for one
characteristic value of ck by using each correction factor b1 indicated in Table.1.
The local average of soil property should be considered to evaluate the COV value of the soil property. The
value was adjusted by the Vanmarke’s function (Vanmarcke 1977). Autocorrelation length was set as 1.25m
(cohesive soil) and 1.0m (sandy soil). Table 3 shows the statistical properties of the random variable for the
reliability analysis. The distribution functions of random variables for all parameters were assumed as normal
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distributions.
The slip surface is fixed for each cross section even if the statistical property changes, since the value of
characteristic value ck is fixed regardless of the COV value of the c*. Several test analyses were conducted to
check the result of the verification by using various c* and ck, and the difference of the shape of the slip circular
surface between them were quite little.
In order to evaluate the failure probability with respect to the verification formula based on reliability
analysis, it is important to consider not only the error of each parameter, but also the model error existing in the
formula itself (Otake 2014). In this paper, it was assumed that model error for the modified Fellenius method as
normal distribution function which characteristics are bias =1.00 and COV = 0.67. This COV value is based on
Wu (2009). Failure probability of the performance function Z indicated below in the Eq. (4) is evaluated by
multiplying M to the (R/S). Where, R: numerator of Eq. (2), S: denominator of Eq. (2).

æRö
Z = DM ç ÷ - 1.0
èSø

(4)

When evaluating the failure probability using Eq. (4) by using MCS method, it is equal to computing the
number of failure that the left side ≤ the right side of the following Eq. (5).

æ R ö 1.0
ç ÷£
è S ø DM

(5)

Since M exists on the right side of this equation and M is given as a random variable, note that the threshold
on the left side(R/S) changes for each trial in MCS.
Load term S(kN)

R/S-1=0

•M d(R/S)-1=0

Z>0: failure region
Design point
䠄Rd,Sd)

Zӌ0 : not failure region

Characteristic point
䠄Rk,Sk)

Resistance term (kN)
Figure 3. One of example of the MCS result.

3.2 Results of the reliability analysis for the modified Fellenius method
Figure 4 indicates the failure probability for the modified Fellenius method calculated for each cross section.
Compared between the failure probabilities of each cross section, the trend of cross section K, L, M show
different to other. This is because that the slip surface did not pass the cohesive soil for K, L, M, and change of
the cohesive c does not affect the failure probability.
As for the other cross section, the slip surface passes the cohesive soil. In case of the COV value of the
estimate value of the cohesive soil is large, the failure probability also calculated to be large.
In this study, ck is fixed in the analysis and the value of average of c (= ck/b1=c*) can be large. The
correction coefficient b1 was not set by being conscious of the role of originally adjusting the failure probability
of the circular slip. As a matter of course, it is not a situation where the failure probability is sufficiently
controlled with only the correction coefficient b1. As indicating in the Table 2, the partial coefficients in the
TSPHF are not classified according to the variation coefficient of the derived value c*. As a result, it is suggested
that it is necessary to classify the partial factor multiplied to the characteristic value of cohesion soil, if the
determination method of the characteristic value in the TSPHF remains adopted for the verification of the failure
mode.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the failure probability

4

Calculation of a Partial Factor for the Modified Fellenius Method

4.1 Setting for the target safety level
Correction coefficient b1 changes corresponding variability of the soil parameter, and it should be focused that
this variability is determined directly by the result of soil tests. It is known that degree of the variability of soil
parameter obtained by soil test can be decrease considerably, if the test was conducted carefully the test (Watabe
2009). Therefore, we considered that it is not desirable to set the value obtained by simply averaging all the
failure probability, which is including the result corresponding to which having a very large variation, as the
safety level.
According to the data about the COV value of estimate cohesion c* from the soil test result in Japan, it was
found that most of estimate cohesion c* was calculated by using the data with COV less than 0.25. Referenced of
this fact, the average value in the cases where the failure probability was calculated with the correction
coefficient b1 as 1.00, 0.95, 0.90 (˘, ˚, ˜ in the figure, respectively) was set for the target failure probability
for the slip circular analysis of the modified Fellenius method. And the value was obtained as 1.08×10-2.
4.2 Verification formula and determine for a partial factor
Some of the author in this paper referred (Takenobu 2017) that the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD),
rather than PFM, is more reasonable for the equation of verification especially for geotechnical design. In below,
we show the result of examination of partial factors based on LRFD format.
However, since the model error for the formula is considered in the calculation of failure probability, the
author devised verification format with based on LRFD, which explicitly shows that effect. Eq. (6) indicates its
design format. gR, gS, gD in Eq. (6) are corresponding to the partial factor of resistance, load, and model error,
respectively.

æ g RR k ö
÷ ³ 1.0
è gSS k ø

g DM DM k ç

(6)

These partial factors are calculated by using the results of MCS that was obtained in calculation of the failure
probability. The procedure is shown below briefly.
1. Adjust the number of points in the failure region on R-S space, which was obtained in the process of the
calculation of failure probability, to number of points that equal to the target failure probability (=1.08ǘ10-2).
In this case, this adjusting control was conducted by changing tilt of (R/S), because of the term of (R/S) is
included in the verification formula.
2. Calculate the maximum likelihood point in the failure region by using the result of 1), and make the point as
the design point.
3. Divide the design point on the R-S space by the characteristic value point, then consider its value as a partial
factor.
Figure 5 shows partial factors for each cross section obtained by the MCS results. As a tendency to be
judged from the figure, the larger the variation of the cohesion soil, the smaller the value of the resistance factor
γR, whereas the difference of the load factor γS for each analysis case is not as large as γR. This is because almost
all the influence of the cohesion is reflected in the resistance term R. In addition, the partial factor γ M related to
the model error shown in the triangle in the figure tends to become smaller as the variation of the cohesion
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increases. This indicates that effect of the model error occupies the majority in the failure probability when the
variation of the cohesion is small, and at the same time, as the variation of cohesive increases, occupation in that
of the model error is relatively small.
Finally, the partial factors for the slip circular analysis were obtained as Table 4, which was classified with
each coefficient of variation of cohesion. These partial factors are obtained by average for all the partial factor of
each cross section shown in Fig. 5.
ڧ㸸Load factor ߛௌ ۍ㸸R  ߛோ ڹ㸸M  ߛοெ

1.20

1.00

Partial factor

0.80

0.60

0.40

0.20
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Breakwater

I

J

Sea wall

K

L

M

N

Quay walll

Cross section No.
!From the left of each section, b 1=1.00, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.75

Figure 5. Partial factors for each cross section obtained by the MCS results.
Table 4. Partial factors for the slip circular analysis considering with the correction factor b1
Correction factor b 1

1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85

0.75

Load factor gS
Resistance factor gR
Model error factorˢg!M

1.05

1.04

1.04

1.01

1.01

0.95
0.89

0.93
0.90

0.87
0.92

0.73
0.94

0.57
0.96

5. Conclusion
1. When calculating failure probability by using MCS, the model error of the verification equation of circular
slip failure itself was considered.
2. Determination method of the characteristic value of soil property in case of using TSPHF, the calculation
result of failure probability on circular slip failure differs according to COV of cohesion of ground. We
showed that the partial factor used for Verification should be divided according to the degree of variance of
cohesion.
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